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INTRO SNAPSHOT OF CAMPAIGN

It Happens in a Hospital

When you think of a hospital, what comes to mind? Doctors and nurses? Likely. But what about respiratory therapists, 
EMTs or lab techs? Maybe.

How about accountants, data analysts, social workers, cooks and graphic designers? Probably not. But a doctor can’t 
see a patient if someone hasn’t checked them in. A nurse can’t hand a scalpel to a surgeon if nobody ordered one.

Patient care is a team sport, and it provides endless professional opportunities. Tennessee hospitals are filled with job 
possibilities. Whether it’s reading EKGs or making BLTs, writing code or running to a code blue, repairing a heart or 
repairing the AC, the job for you is just beyond those sliding doors. That thing you’re looking for? It happens in  
a hospital.

Conversational — Accessible — Fun — Informative

CAMPAIGN BACKGROUND

Addressing the hospital workforce shortage was one of the Tennessee Hospital Association’s (THA) top priorities 
this year. The Association focused its efforts in three primary areas: retention — with a big focus on addressing 
the problem of burnout in the workplace, innovative staffing models designed to improve both efficiency and job 
satisfaction, and recruitment — where we are focused on increasing the supply of future healthcare workers. To tackle 
this, the Marketing and Communications team set out to develop and launch a recruitment campaign for entering the 
healthcare workforce that promotes the benefits of working in a Tennessee hospital.

THA partnered with strategic and creative marketing agency, redpepper, to build the campaign “It Happens in 
a Hospital.” As part of this campaign, THA also engaged with thousands of students at healthcare profession 
conferences where we shared information on hospital careers and the benefits of working at a Tennessee hospital,  
and launched a new informational website aimed at high school and college students. 

Our hope is that you and your teams can use these resources to join in the campaign and produce messaging and 
recruitment materials specific to your organization. 

Three key considerations were kept in mind as we approached this project:

Audience

This project is focused on 
building a future pipeline of high 

school and college students 
entering healthcare and, 

therefore, is targeted at Gen Z.

Focus

Building the nursing pipeline is 
urgent, but we also want to keep 
an awareness and focus on other 

healthcare careers, as we are 
seeing shortages everywhere. 

Diversity

We want to ensure our campaign 
appeals to a diverse set of 

students, regardless of gender, 
ethnicity, background, etc.
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RESEARCH OVERVIEW

Research Process

To build the foundation for the campaign messaging, qualitative interviews were conducted with high school and 
college students to discover their perceived benefits and barriers to a hospital career. Additional interviews were 
conducted with stakeholders like hospital human resources contacts, marketing contacts and school counselors.

Different goals require different methods. Quantitative research helps us evaluate and quantify data. Qualitative 
research helps us understand behaviors and develop empathy. As we prepared for campaign concepting, we wanted 
to understand how and why students explore career paths and make career decisions. We wanted to develop empathy 
for them and explore the emotional drivers behind their behaviors. 

Conducting qualitative interviews allowed us to engage with our target audience more deeply to explore their 
experiences and understand what’s most important to them. The findings were systematically analyzed to identify 
patterns and find opportunities to connect with our audience. This helped develop campaign messaging that 
resonated and connected with our target audience. 

KEY INSIGHTS OVERVIEW

Insight #1: Fear of being “stuck” in a career

Students’ biggest fear is making the wrong choice and getting stuck in a job they hate.

Insight #2: Real-life experiences influence career decisions

“Real life” experiences — both positive and negative — are a major influence as students explore career paths.

Insight #3: Balancing making a living with quality of life

As part of the decision process, students are considering salary, job satisfaction, helping people and life balance.

You can read additional information about each insight as well as their implications for this campaign here. 

Communication Frame

 BARRIER COMMS TASK CHANNEL

AWARENESS

I’m not aware of the breadth 
of positions that hospitals are 

hiring for or if I qualify  
for them

Show students the variety of 
careers within hospitals - as a 
nurse or in a variety of clinical 
and administrative positions

Social, YouTube, Career Fairs, 
Career Interest Sessions, 

Outreach to Schools

COMPREHENSION

What does a career working at 
a hospital look like, especially 
the day-to-day experience?

Create opportunities for 
students to see what their 

daily work-life might be like 
working in a hospital

Social, YouTube, Career 
Interest Sessions, Outreach  

to Schools

ACTION

I’m not confident that a 
healthcare career or working 
at a hospital is the right fit  

for me.

Create opportunities for 
students to explore and 

experience whether working 
in a hospital might be the right 

choice for their lifestyle

Social, YouTube, Outreach 
to Schools, Career Interest 
Sessions, Job Shadowing, 

Internships
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https://tha.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/Interviews-with-school-counselors.pdf
https://tha.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/Key-Insights-Report.pdf


• LANDING PAGE 

• ORGANIC SOCIAL 

• TIK TOK 

• INSTAGRAM 

• YOUTUBE 

• PRESENTATIONS (PPT)

EXPLORATION

Show students… 

• How their skills connect to a greater purpose

• Roles and jobs that match their skills and interests

• How hospitals provide unique benefits to staff

• What their future working at a hospital could look like

ACTION

Show students… 

• You don’t have to have it all figured out 

• You can explore careers at hospitals without 
having to make a lifetime commitment

• There are opportunities for you to experience 
what day-to-day life working at a hospital 
could be like

CAMPAIGN CONCEPT + MATERIALS

Campaign Concept: It Happens in a Hospital

When you think of a hospital, what comes to mind? Doctors and nurses? Likely. But what about respiratory therapists, 
EMTs or lab techs? Maybe. How about accountants, data analysts, social workers, cooks and graphic designers? 
Probably not. But a doctor can’t see a patient if someone hasn’t checked them in. A nurse can’t hand a scalpel to a 
surgeon if nobody ordered one.  

Patient care is a team sport, and it provides endless professional opportunities. Tennessee hospitals are filled with  
job possibilities. Whether it’s reading EKGs or making BLTs, writing code or running to a code red, repairing a heart  
or repairing the AC, the job for you is just beyond those sliding doors. That thing you’re looking for? It happens in  
a hospital.  

Brand Voice: Conversational, Accessible, Fun, Informative

Tagline: Hospital Jobs for Everybody

Campaign Hashtag: #ItHappensInAHospital (always use camel case)

• Please use the hashtag #ItHappensInAHospital when posting any content provided from the toolkit on your social 
media platforms and while encouraging employees to share their experiences. Using hashtags helps link together 
brand and user-generated content. 

• When there are no spaces between words, for instance, in hashtags and website URLs, capitalize the first letter of 
each word to ensure that screen readers can differentiate between the start of a new word. Inclusive social media 
aims to provide the best user experience for as many people as possible.

Campaign Ecosystem

AWARENESS 

CAMPAIGN

AWARENESS

Show students… 

• How working for a hospital can align with their  
career path and connect to a greater purpose 

• An expanded view of hospital careers that  
includes, yet goes beyond, the nursing role 

• Different ways they can help people and  
impact their community

• ORGANIC SOCIAL POSTS 

• CAREER FAIRS 

• SCHOOL & COMMUNITY 

OUTREACH

• PRESENTATIONS 

• ORGANIC SOCIAL 

• JOB SHADOWING 

• INTERNSHIPS 

• PART-TIME WORK
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CAMPAIGN BRAND GUIDELINES

Design System

The colorful, blocked grid system is designed to be scaled up or down depending on the desired message and 
medium. It can contain a large number of boxes for an overview of a variety of hospital jobs, one box to focus on one 
particular job that a hospital is trying to fill or somewhere in between. In most cases, the ideal usage is a four-box grid 
focused on two contrasting careers to show a range of jobs without overwhelming the viewer.

Each individual story is comprised of two rectangles. One contains a portrait and the other summarizes the featured 
job and includes the person’s name, age and job title. The colors used in both blocks need to fit together — one side 
should be a bright color and the other side should be a similar color or a screen of that color.

The goal is to showcase a range of employees early in their careers and the variety of professions found in a hospital. 
The campaign aims to be light and fun, with bright and engaging splashes of color.  

Preps the OR 

for patient 

surgery.

Emily    20 

OR technician

Portrait Photographs 

Portrait photographs of an employee are placed in 
front of a colored background. Ideally, the person 
breaks out of the box when inserted into the layout, 
but they can also be contained within the box. 
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It happens 

in a 

hospital.

#ItHappensInAHospital

Hospital 

jobs for 

everybody.
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Poster Example

Preps the OR for patient surgery 
Emily, 20, OR Technician

Preps inpatients’ meals
Amanda, 18, Food Services

Hospital jobs for everybody. 

From prepping surgical dressings to prepping salad 
dressings, hospital job possibilities are pretty much 
endless. So, whatever job or career you’re considering, 
it happens in a hospital. 

#ItHappensInAHospital

How to use this asset

Posters like this are perfect for printing and distributing 
to Tennessee high schools and colleges. Scaled up or 
down in size, they can hang in guidance counselors’ 
offices, student unions, hallways around campus and 
more. This layout and design make for a great print ad. 
Use it as a leave-behind at college fairs or an insert into 
a post-graduation prep guide. Fold it up for a direct 
mail piece. Break the pieces up for bus or bus shelter 
ads. Pull components out for display ads, organic and 
paid social posts, or a carousel on a landing page.

Poster Example

Draws blood 
Eric, 18, Phlebotomist

Sketches new hospital signage
Chelsea, 22, Graphic Designer

Hospital jobs for everybody. 

From a parking garage attendant to an attending 
physician, hospital job possibilities are pretty much 
endless. So, whatever job or career you’re considering, 
it happens in a hospital.

#ItHappensInAHospital
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Organic Social Example

Caption copy

From prepping surgical dressings to prepping salad 
dressings, hospital job possibilities are pretty much 
endless. So, whatever job or career you’re considering, 
it happens in a hospital. #ItHappensInAHospital

Organic Social Example

Each of the boxes from the grid can be used as its own 
piece of Instagram content 

Image copy:

Alvin, 22, Social Media Community Manager

Creates content calendars, writes social posts, interacts 
with followers and stays on top of internet trends

Caption copy: 

Welcome to the Johnson City Medical Center  
family, Alvin!

When it was time to hire a full-time community 
manager to oversee our social media accounts, 
the choice was a no-brainer. Alvin joined our public 
relations team as an intern after finishing his associate’s 
degree at Northeast State. He did such a great job  
(we live for his #hospitalhumor), we knew we didn’t 
want to lose him at the end of his internship. So, we 
asked him to join us as a full-time employee, and the 
rest is history! 

Want to join the JCMC family too? Whatever job you’re 
considering, #ItHappensInAHospital. Check out all our 
open positions at [link in bio].
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Color Palette

These are the preferred color options, but other colors 
can be used as long as they are bright and engaging. 
The top number is the left swatch, and the bottom 
number is the right swatch.

 
Font Family

Overlock is the recommended font family. It’s a free 
Google font and is available in a variety of weights.  
You can access the font here.

Overlock

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 

HEX # E06657  
HEX # F2C6C5

HEX # C65879  
HEX # EFCCE9

HEX # 3B8472  
HEX # C2E1DD

HEX # 4E84C1 
HEX # C4DAEC

HEX # EE5879  
HEX # FEDEE9

HEX # 9F62A2  
HEX # CFB8D0

HEX # 3952B1  
HEX # 87CDE3

HEX #8083C0  
HEX # D3C6DF
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CAMPAIGN MATERIALS

Templates Provided in Toolkit 

As part of the It Happens in a Hospital campaign, you have been provided a toolkit to make assets unique to your 
hospital and staff within the creative elements. As shown in the campaign brand guidelines above, each individual story 
is comprised of two rectangles. One contains a portrait, and the other summarizes the featured job and includes the 
person’s name, age and job title. The colors used in both blocks need to fit together — one side should be a bright 
color, and the other side should be a similar color or a screen of that color.

Download Template Files.

Using Clipdrop

If your team doesn’t have a designated graphic designer on staff, a website like Clipdrop is a great resource. Once you 
have employee images ready that you’d like to place into the design template, Clipdrop is a free resource to quickly 
and easily cut out to remove the background behind the employee. It uses AI technology to simplify the process for 
those who aren’t designers by trade.

 
CAMPAIGN STRATEGY

Campaign Guidance on TikTok, Instagram and YouTube,  

Resources for Content Creation

In the links below, you can find tons of information about social media strategy and how to best use the YouTube, 
Instagram and TikTok platforms to create content for this campaign.

Instagram Tips
TikTok Tips
Helpful Resource: Tik Tok Best Practices
YouTube Tips

When you post campaign-related posts, please tag the social handle @ItHappensInAHospital, as well as THA’s social 
media accounts. We’d love to engage with and repost your content! 

Campaign Social Media Accounts

@ItHappensInAHospital

Tennessee Hospital Association

@ItHappensInAHospital

It Happens In A Hospital

@tnhospitals

THA Social Media Accounts
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https://bit.ly/ItHappensInaHospital
https://clipdrop.co/remove-background
https://tha.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/Instagram-Tips.pdf
https://tha.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/TikTok-Tips.docx
https://tha.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/THA-TikTok-Best-Practices.pdf
https://tha.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/YouTube-Tips.pdf
https://www.instagram.com/ithappensinahospital/
https://www.facebook.com/TNHospitalAssociation
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC2Jny-c7F26tSFlJ3PIJiGg
https://www.instagram.com/tnhospitals/


Resources for Content Creation

Quality content is key to a successful social media presence, but you don’t need a professional production crew to 
create engaging social media content. With just a few tools to enhance lighting and provide consistency, you can 
create engaging content to create a community on your social media channels. This can be used for content on any 
social media network.

Suggested kit for better content creation. 

Hospital Employees as Brand Ambassadors for Your Hospital 

The Idea:

Invite employees to engage in this campaign and share content about their life working in a hospital on their social 
media channels and with family and friends, with the goal of creating a relevant and honest picture of what a day in the 
life working in a hospital is truly like and the meaningful impact it makes for the community. 

Why This Matters:

Employees in the Ambassador Program can impact their hospital and community by engaging with potential 
candidates across their friend, family and community networks. This benefits the hospital by broadening awareness 
of social media content about opportunities for working at a hospital while also building trust and engagement with 
employees and, by extension, the community. 

How hospital employees talk about their hospital and stressors of their work matters. In our research, we found that 
how employees speak about their work to family and friends has a big impact on students and their perceived benefits 
of working in a hospital.  We’ve heard reports of students coming into facilities to job shadow, intern and as part of 
their student training, and be discouraged or even choose not to go into healthcare or work in hospitals because of 
conversations they’ve had with existing staff. 

Helpful talking points to communicate with your staff:

• We understand that you are beyond stressed and burned out at this point and there are many contributing factors 
to this – the pandemic, the fear of being verbally and even physically attacked, and often working long hours 
without enough days off. 

• We will continue to support you in dealing with these stressors (insert some things you already are doing here). 

• One of the best ways we can help deal with the stress put upon you due to the workforce shortage is to work now 
to recruit more students into the healthcare pipeline. 

• To do that, we need to provide opportunities for students to job shadow, intern and allow clinical students to train 
at our facility. We, of course, want you to be honest with students about the realities of your job, but as you interact 
with them, please remember our goal is to encourage them to enter the healthcare workforce. 

• We cannot fully address our workforce challenges without more people being interested in working in hospitals and 
healthcare professions.

Framework to building a brand ambassador program at your hospital.
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https://tha.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/Resources-for-Content-Creation.pdf
https://tha.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/Hospital-Employees-as-Brand-Ambassadors.pdf

